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Numerical Simulation of Precipitation Development
in Supercooled Cumuli-Part I
WILLIAM R. COTTON-Experimental

Meteorology Laboratory, NOAA, Coral Gables, Fla.

ABSTRACT-Based
(in nuincrical experiments in droplet
collcction with a stochastic model similar to Berry’s, n
new quantitative dcfinition of autoconversion is discussed.
Thc new formulation of nutoconversion is compared with

1. INTRODUCTION
Recent numerical experiments in cumulus convection
by Das (1964), Takecla (1966), Srivastava (1967), Weinstein and Davis (1968), Weinstein (1968), Liu and
Orville (1969), and Simpson and Wiggert (1969) have
demonstrated quite clearly the importance of the interaction betiwen dynamical and microphysical processes
in individual cumulus clouds.
This investigation has as its objective the development
of a microphysical system capable of simulating the
domiriant processes of precipitation formation in supercooled cumuli as well as the interaction between the
microphysical system and cloud dynamics. Because the
processes of collision and coalescence of liquid droplets
(warm-cloud processes) play an important role in setting
the stage for the microphysical interactions in supercooled portions of cumuli, these processes will first be
considered here. Symbols used in this paper are defined
in table 1.
T A U Ll.-Dcjininitions
F

Kessler’s and with Berry’s. The new formulation has thc
decisive advantage over Berry’s model of being directly
compatible with Kesslcr’s acereticin model.

2. “WARM”-CLOUD PRECIPITATION
MECHANISMS
It is assumed that all water vapor in excess of the
saturation mixing ratio with respect to \rater is immediately condensed out. Aside from nssociatecl thermodynamic effects, i t is furthermore nssumecl that the
primary role of condensation processes is to “shape” the
cloud droplet spectra by nucleation of, or rapor conclensation on, existing active aerosol particles. This process
of distribution shaping is visualized as taking place
\\-ithin several hundred meters above cloud base tind ,
thereafter, a relatively constant cloud clroplct conccntration and radius dispersion is maintained until the
rate of collision between cloud droplets becomes significant.
The collision and coalescence process of precipitation
formation is treated by n simple parnmeterization procedure under the assumption that the rates of production
of precipitation are determined solely by the initial condensed cloud droplet spectra and the rate of production
of condensed liquid water.

of sTjmbols

gooiiictric cross-scction dcfincd in cq (9)
coefficientsin eq (17)
initial cloud droplet radius dispersion
rate of formation of rainwater by autoconversion
rate of formation of rainwater by Kessler accretion model
total rate of rainwater formation
collectioii efficiency relative to drops of mass x and I’
computational spectral density function
concentration of cloud droplets of radius r to rfdrr2
collection integrals defined in cq (6) and (7)
rainwater density or liquid water content
cloud water density or water content
initial cloud droplet concentration
intercept cocfficicnt in eq (2)
concentration of raindrops of diameter Df6D/2
concentration of cloud droplets of mass x to x=tdx/2
cloud droplet radius
average cloud droplet radiu.;
time
collection kernel relativo to droplets of mass x and x’
terminal velocity of droplet of mass x
inass of cloud droplets
mean mass of cloud droplets
coefficients in eq (IO)
slope parameter in eq (2)
cloud distribution radius dispcrsioii
standard deviation of cloud droplet distribution

3. PARAMETERIZED WARM-CLOUD
MICROPHYSICS
The so-called parameterization approach to motleling
of microphysics \\*as spearheaded by the work of Ressler

(1967). According to hi’s argument, various metisurements
Iitive tlemonstmted that precipitation generation in u.nrm

clouds is normidly associated \\-it11liquid water contents,
m,greater than 1.0 g.m-3. He then hypothesized a model
describing the rate of conversion of cloucl \vater to precipitation water as a linear function of m. Thus,

cliM
_-__-dm
at - at

when m>a
K,=0 when m<a

(1)

\\-here M is the precipitation-water content ( g . ~ n - ~and
) a
is the threshold value below which cloud convcrsion tloes
not occur.
Kessler further hypothesized that the water converted
to precipitation-sized droplets is size tlistributetl in the
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inverse exponential distribution formulated by Marshall
and Palmer (1948). Thus,

periments with eq (4) or the 100-pm radius cutoff version
(Simpson and Wiggert 1969) in the cumulus-dynamics
model described by Weinstein and Davis (1968) demonN ( D )=Noe-hD
(2) strate that the equation appears to overestimate the
where N ( D ) represents the number of droplets per unit autoconversion rate. That is, higher rainwater contents
are generated than are deduced from radar evaluations or
volume of diameter D&I60/2.
Once these large precipitation particles have formed, than would be expected from clouds of a given size and
they can grow very rapidly by accretion of liquid water duration.
One possible qualitative explanation for the discrepancy
content (LWC) . Kessler derived the following equation
between
eq (4) and observation is that neither eq (4) nor
describing the accretion rate of cloud \rater by rainwater:
(1) specifies any time dependence for the rate of autoconversion whereas experience has shown that, regardless
of the LWC, initial droplet dispersion, concentration, etc.,
a certain “aging” time is required before the distribution
T p r(4) - 0 . 8 ~ ~
N,0.125E(DIr(3.5)mMo~s75
(3) can be expected to form precipitation particles. I n fact,
4 numerical experiments in cloud droplet collection by Berry
(1965) also demonstrate this period of “quiescence” before
where p 1 is the density of water and E(DIC)represents an
precipitation forms. It was, therefore, decided to repeat
average collection efficiency between the rainwater distriBerry’s numerical collection experiments to determine a
bution and cloud droplets.
parameterization more applicable to cloud modeling.
The question no\\* arises, hon- well do eq (3) and (1)
simulate the complex process of cloud droplet collection?
The more sensitive equation is, of course, eq (1). Whether 4. CLOUD-DROPLET COLLECTION MODEL
or not precipitation is generated a t all in cumulus clouds
The basic theoretical formulation and numerical frameis determined by the conversion rate. It is well known that work of the so-called stochastic collection model is identhe rate of initial formation of precipitation is considerably tical with that described by Berry (1965). Thus, if f(x),
different depending on whether the clouds are of tropical- represents the concentration (number per unit volume)
maritime origin or of continental origin. Adjusting the of droplets of mass x to x+dx, then the rate of change of
coefficients in eq (1) does not provide us with the flexibility f(x) due to cloud droplet collection is
necessary to simulate the extreme differences in the colloidal stability of clouds formed in these different air masses.
A reasonable approach to the autoconversion simulation
of the early stages of cloud droplet collection was formulated
represents the rate of change in f(x) due to
by Berry (1968). Based on his numerical experiments on where Jgsln
cloud droplet collection (Berry 1965), he developed an droplet collisions forming a droplet of mass x and JI,,,
represents the rate of change in.f(z) due to droplet, colliautoconversion formula of the form
sions destroying a droplet of mass x.
dM
mz
-(g.m-3. s-9
(4)
dt (0.~066)]N0
The collection integrals are defined as follows:
60 2+ - m

]

[

where D ois the initial cloud droplet radius dispersion anti
N o is the concentration (cm-7.
Equation (4) was devised by calculating the flux of
\rater passing a minimum precipitation droplet size of
r=40pm. These calculations \\.ere later repeated for a
minimum precipitation droplet size of 100-pm radius
(Simpson and Wiggert 1969). The form of eq (4) remained
unchanged, whereas the values of the coefficients \\-ere
modified slightly. Qualitatively, a t least, eq (4) is much
more satisfying than Kessler’s formulation. The
au toconversion rate is roughly proportional to the cube
of the LWC, proportional to the initial droplet dispersion,
and inversely proportional to the initial cloud droplet
concentration. Since maritime air masses generally produce
cumulus clouds with initial droplet concentrations of 50100 cm+ whereas continental cumuli exhibit concentrations of 300-500 ~ m - eq
~ , (4) provides us with the capability of differentiating between these air masses. Similarly,
the effect of the radius dispersion provides an additional
distinguishing parameter. Unfortunately, numerical ex758 / Vol. 100, No. 11 /
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(6)

and
(7)

where x c = x - x ’ t m d 2, is the mass of the smallest droplet
considered.
The function, V(x1x’a), is \rhat Berry (1965) calls the collection kernel or Tn-omey (1964) describes as the coagulation coefficient. Generally, the coefficient is defined in
terms of geometric volume sweep-out rate relative to two
droplets of mass 2 and 2’.Strictly speaking, this geometric
definition is not necessary and, in fact, is quite unrealistic
when applied to collisions be tween droplets having small
relative velocities or experiencing strong, nongravitationally induced forces such as electrical ones. Fortunately,
it appears that the dominant mechanisms of cloud droplet
collision can be described in terms of the geometrically
defined collection kernel, which is

V(zlz’) =7Tr,2E(xlx’)(v,-vz.)

(8)

where r , is the radius of a droplet of mass x and vz and vzr
are the terminal velocities of droplets of mass x and x’,
respectively. The coefficient, E(xlz’.), is the well-known
collection efficiency defined appropriate to the geometric
cross-section,
A=n<.
(9)
The computations described here employ the approximations to Shafrir and Neiberger’s collision efficiencies
formulated by Berry (1965) for collector droplets greater
than 30 pm in radius and the collision efficiencies calculated by Davis and Sartor (1967) for the collector droplets
less than 30 pm in radius. The coalescence efficiency is
taken to be unity.
To complete specification of the collection kernel, we
calculated the terminal velocity of cloud droplets less than
50 pm in radius under the assumption that they are
spherical. The empirical expression found by Foote and
DuToit (1969) to represent the Gunn and Kinzer (1949)
data is used for larger droplet sizes.
Given a proper specification of the collection kernal
and of the initial distribution, we can solve eq (5) numerically. Because numerical integration schemes are extremely
sensitive to small-scale perturbations present in raw data,
we decided to approximate ((observed” droplet distributions by a smooth, unimodal distribution-generating
function. The initial droplet distribution is therefore
taken to be a gamma distribution of the form

and N o is the total concentration.
The mean and variance of such a distribution can be
shown to be 1- = a P and u2= a B (Hogg and Craig 1965).
Therefore, the radius dispersion specifies the parameter a by
U

y,===LyI’

112

(11)

The coefficient P can be found from the mean radius or,
better still, from the mean mass of the distribution. If
eq (10) is transformed into a mass distribution such that

with
o<x<m,

then the mean mass of the distribution is

where m is the total water content. Thus,

[

+

= $na(a+35
1 ) (a 2)

I f we know the radius dispersion, droplet concentration,
and LWC, then eq (10) completely specifies the distri-

bution. Levin (1954) has shown that gamma distributions
are good approximations to natural distributions. The
above form of gamma distribution approximates actual
distributions even better, since the coefficients a and p are
defined in terms of the first three moments of the observed
distributions. With the initial distribution so defined,
eq (5) is solved numerically with the transformed computational spectral density function described by Berry
(1965). The new value of each discrete spectral function
a t time t+At is predicted by using a simple, first-order
time integration.

5. QUANTITATIVE DEFINITION
OF AUTOCONVERSION
The major purpose of the following numerical collection
experiments was to develop an improved parameterization
of the cloud droplet collection process. It would be
especially convenient to formulate a parameterization
compatible with Kessler’s accretion rate [eq (3)’J.Thus,
if dM/dtl, represents the total change in hydrometeor
water content due to collection and dM/dtl,,,, represents
the change predicted by eq (3), then the autoconversion
rate, dM/dtl,,,,, can be defined as

dM

dM

dt l,c=;it

dM

I*-z
IKess.

(15)

The numerical procedure is then to compute the change
in droplet spectra with eq (5). At the end of each time
step, the total change in hydrometeor water content,
AM,, is computed, where

M,=J“~”’
x,=100pm x j ( x ) d x .

(16)

The rate of autoconversion is then calculated by means of
eq (15) with the approximation that the differential
change in total rainwater content is equal to the finitedifference calculated value.

6. RESULTS OF NUMERICAL
COLLECTION EXPERIMENTS
The results of the numerical cloud droplet collection
experiments are displayed with the droplet mass density
function described by Berry (1965). Two sets of numerical
experiments were performed. The first set represents a
maritime-tropical cloud having an initial concentration
of 100 droplets per cubic centimeter (100 ~ m - ~and
) a
radius dispersion of 0.25. The second set represents a
cloud formed in a moderate continental air mass having
an initial concentration of 300 cm-3 and a radius dispersion of 0.25.
The results of the experimente with maritime-tropical
conditions are displayed in figures IA-lC, representing
total water contents of 2.0, 1.5, and 1.0 g-m-3. The experiments with 2.0- and 1.5-g.m-3 water contents are characterized by the rapid motion of a pronounced ‘(wall” of
water through log-radius space in the droplet size range
20 pm
r
100 pm. Once the wall of water passes the
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minimum-sized precipitation particle (100-pin radius), it
grows quite rnl)iclly in amplitude, eventually destroying
the initial \niter-content mode. This “mature” stage of
1)rccipitntion tlcvelopment, which occurs after 400 s at 2.0
ant1 after 600 s :it 1.5
water contents, respectively, c:tnnot be considered a truly physical modeling bcci~uscof the lack of precipitation advection. T h a t is, once
I)recil)it:Ltion-size(l particles are formed, the lack of
simulation of precipitation particle aclvec,tion into or o u t
of the closed system makes the computations quite unreal~
istic. Reducing the LWC to 1.0 gm3or 0.S5 g . i i ~ -(not
shown) produces :L reduction in the relntivc intensitj- of
the pronounced wall of water. Instead, :L shallo\\- “WILVC
front’’ of water nioves through log-radius space in the size
range 20 pin
I’
100 pni, eventually building a secontlury rnocle of witer after about 1,200 s (tit 1.0 g . ~ n - ~
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Figure 2 illustriLtcs the calculated autoconversion rates
.
(solid lines) for LWCs of 2.0, 1.5, nntl 1.0 g . ~ n - ~The
curves describe :L very sharp rise in the autoconversion
rate, reaching :in :%])exwhose height antl position in time
-space is tleterrninett by the LWC. The rnpicl “dec:iy” of
the tiutoconvcrsion riitc beyond the apes point is intlictitive
of the ability of the Kessler accretion model [ccl (3)] to
tlescribe the total transport of \vater to I)recil)itntion-sizetl
droplets in the mature stage of precipitation formation.
Figures 3A-3C illustrate the results of a similar set of
I
IO
IO0
IO00
nunierical experiments b u t with an initial concentration
RADIUS ( p m )
antl i~ radius dispersion of 0.25. Figure 3A
of 300
F I G I J Il.-Coniputed
~~:
variation in the distribntion of water mass tleinonstrntes miiny features common both in relative
intensity of the water density in log-radius space a n t l in
density for an initid concentration of 100 c11r3, n radius dispersion
of 0.25, and LWCs of (A) 2.0, (B) 1.5, and (C) 1.0 g.m-3.
time, to figure 1B. Similarly, figures 3B antl 1C
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FIGURK2.-Calculntcd
nutoconvcrsion rates (solid lincs) and rcgrcssion forniulnt,ion curvcs (dashed lines) for N o = 100 c111-~,v r = 0.2.5,
and LWCs o f 2.0, 1.5, and 1.0 g.111-3. Also shown are t,hc c:dr,ulatcd values using Kcssler’s :Lnd Berry’s forrnulntions.
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model developed by Marquardt (1963). The source data
for the regression model was computed with eq (15) following each 10-s integration time step in the numerical
calculations. The results are summarized as follows:

.4
.3

When No=lOO ~ r n and
- ~ v,=0.25,
h'=e7.13m-l.44,

.2

,

k'=-e2.001m-0.478

and

I

-

0

(18)

hf
54Sm-1. 75
k f=-e2 46m-0 770

a 0.4

-

7

C

-

59

When N0=300 ~ r n and
- ~ v,=0.25,

'L

LQ

?'

a' = e 0 . 6 3 m - 2 .

.3

1

and
a'=15.6X 104-4.8X104m.

(1 9)

Here, m is the LWC in g.m-3.
The autoconversion rates predicted with eq (17) are
shown in figures 2 and 4 (dashed lines). The coefficients
h' and k', which represent the vertex coordinates of the
parabola, vary exponcntiall\- with the mater content, m ,
for initial concentrations of 100 and 300 ~ m - However,
~.
the coefficient a' changes from an exponential dependence
on m when No is 100 c m 3 to a linear dependence on m
when N o is 300 ~ m - I~n . fact, the change in the character
of the collection process from an unstable one to a stable
one is further emphasized by the change in the behavior
of
the a' coefficient.
II
Additional numerical experiments with colloidally
I
IO
IO0
IO00
stable distributions a11 illustrate ti change in the character
RADIUS ( p m )
of the collection process. B\- reducing the LWC to 1.0
F ~ G U R3.-Cornputed
E
variation in the distribution of water inass
g . ~ n -for
~ N o equal to 300
and to 0.75 g r ~ i -for
~ No
density for N,=300 cm-3, v , = 0 . 2 5 , and LWCs of (A) 2.5, (B)
equal
to
100
~
n
l
~
one
,
can
see
a
reversal
in
trend
in
the
2.0, and (C) 1.0 g.111-3.
variation of a'.T h a t is, a' begins increasing with decreasing
m.A similar behavior could be demonstrated by increasing
illustrate many common features; most notable is the the concentration about a given LWC. These results
lack of the pronounced water-density \\-all moving through imply that, when a cloud distribution is stabilized to the
log-radius space. Tn other words, as a distribution becomes degree that precipitation can best be described ns drizzle,
colloidnlly more stable, the nature of the precipit a t'ion the formulation of the autoconversion rate by ccl (17) is
tlcvelopment process is transformecl from one dominated no longer justified. It is apparent that onlj- the slightest
by the rapid motion of a relative peak in \\-ater density perturbation (in the form of autoconversion) is then neces(in the size range 20 pm<r<100 pm) to the slow motion sary for the precipitation process to be subsequently
of IL thin band or wave front of LWC that eventually tlomintitetl by accretion. Fortunately, the conditions
gives rise to a secondary mode of \\-ater density. This under which the above parameterization technique is
distinction is ptlrticularly important with regard to the least reliable are rarely encountered in cumuli.
I n suminarj-, the cnlculatetl nutoconversion curves
pnrameterization of the collection process.
\\-ell simulate the collection proce:s in cumulus
should
Figures 2 and 4 suggest that the computed uutoconclouds
\\-hen
used in conjunction with the I<essler accreversion rates can be approximated by a family of parabtion
model
as
described in eq (3). The calculatctl autoolas on semilog plot. The family of parabolas can be
conversion
curves
have been fitted to eq (17). This equaclescribed with an equation of the form
tion \\-ith the coefficients defined bj- eq (IS) rind (19),
which represent the coefficient behavior for t\vo specific
(lM -exp
1 (t-h')2
initial conditions, fitted the calculated curves ~vell,par(1t A" to
ticularly in the region of the maximum autoconversion.
where t represents the age of IL parcel of droplets and k', The greatest error in the fitted curves occurs nt small
a', and h' arc coefficients, nll of which are functions of LWCs. This maximum error appears, however, in the
the water content for a given initial concentration and early stages of conversion when the conversion rate is a t
dispersion. Each curve in the family of parabolas is fitted least an order of magnitude belo\\- its peak value. Equation
to eq (17), using the least-squares nonlinear regression (17) and the corresponding equations describing the be-
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autoconversion rates (solid lines) and regression formulation curves (dashed lines) for A’,= 300 cni-3,
and LWCs of 2.5, 2.0, and 1.5 g.m-3.

havior of its coefficients by n o means represent a general
formulation of the conversion process. These results imply
the merit of continuation of this technique of defining autoconversion t,o determine ti general formulation for cumulus
clouds. Agtiin, one must be cautious u-ith regnrtl to the
general formulation, pirticularlj- in polluted iiir mnsses
\\-hen the distribution is stabilized to ti high tlegree.

7. COMPARISON OF NEW FORMULATION WITH
PREVIOUS AUTOCONVERSION FORMULATIONS
In addition to the calculated nutoconversion rtttes and
the parabolas fitted by regression, figures 2 and 4 also contain the predicted autoconversion rates based on Kessler’s
tint1 Berry’s formulations. Because neither Kessler’s nor
Berry’s formulation involves any time dependence in the
autoconversion process, these are simply indicatetl above
the vertex points of the prabolns. If one wishes to use ti
simple formulation independent of time to Iiarameterize
the conversion process, one would expect i t to have a
value thnt is nearly the average of the time-dependent
conversion. Looking t i t figure 2 for No = 100 c ~ n - ~we,
find that Kessler’s simpler formulntion better iipproximtites this condition. However, tis evidenced in figure 2,
Kessler’s formulation produces the lwgest error t i t smaller
LWCs. In spite of its simplicity both in formulation and
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0.25,

development, Kessler’s model of conversion is a better
approximation to my time-dependent calculations based
on the Berry (1965) model than is Berry’s model. This is
particularly true if the tintoconversion is used in conjunction with Kessler’s accretion model [eq (3)].
The fact that Berry’s formulntion tends to overpredict
in spite of its lack of time dependence suggests thnt his
formulation does, in fact, simulate the full mass transport
(accretion plus Conversion) rtither than conversion only.
Therefore, Berry’s formulntion should be used with considerable caution.

8. CONCLUSIONS
The ne\\- technique of ciilculating nutoconversion outlined above hns the distinct cidvantage thnt, in addition
to being time dependent, i t is directly compatible \\-ith
Kessler’a ticcretion model. The numerical esperinient
tint1 the rndius dispersion
having No equtil to 100
eclunl to 0.25 inclicnted thnt Kessler’s autoconversion is 11
reasonably good npproximntion for maritime clouds.
However, figures 2 and 4 suggest that iiutoconrersion is,
in general, 11 nonlinenr function of cloud n-titer content.
Thus, the estension of the Kessler tintoconversion formulntion to continentnl clouds mny introduce considernble
error.
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